Sliding mode control (SMC) has been proven to be an effective control strategy for various types of systems since its first appearance in the early 1950s. Due to the excellent robustness, SMC has been successfully applied to a wide variety of real world applications such as robot manipulators, underwater vehicles, spacecrafts, electrical motors, power systems, and automotive engines. Although lots of achievements have been made by using SMC methods and techniques, there are still many systems such as high-order systems, stochastic systems, and switched systems that cannot be easily tackled by using common SMC approaches. With the rapid developments of effective mathematical tools and advanced control technologies, SMC will find more and more applications in practice. At present, it is urgent to solve a number of challenging issues in both theory and application of SMC.
This special issue aims at providing timely discussions on the challenges and trends of SMC of complex dynamic systems. The special issue includes both theory and applicationoriented papers, representing the frontier developments of SMC in recent years. This special issue contains twenty papers most of which are concerned with SMC applications; four papers investigate applications of SMC in practical engineering systems; two articles study tracking problem by using SMC; based on the observer technique, three works are devoted to SMC design for different types of dynamic systems; there are two papers introducing sliding mode controllers to achieve synchronization of chaotic systems and Lorenz systems, respectively; there is also a single article addressing quasi-sliding networked control of systems subject to unbounded disturbance with limited changing rate; another paper proposes design method of active disturbance rejection for variable structure control system; finally, an article designs a mixed variable speed reaching law of sliding mode control for spacecraft tracking system. The contents of this special issue are summarized as follows.
In the application aspect, "Multivariable Super Twisting Based Robust Trajectory Tracking Control for Small Unmanned Helicopter" by X. Fang et al. is devoted to presenting a highly robust trajectory tracking controller for small unmanned helicopter with model uncertainties and external disturbances. applies a sliding mode control approach to Lorenz system based on optimal finite-time convergent and integral sliding mode surface. The robustness of the system can be ensured by the controller which is designed based on integral sliding mode method. An adaptive high-gain K-filter is presented to suppress the nonlinearities while the proposed backstepping adaptive high-gain controller guarantees the stability of the closed-loop system and small tracking errors. Similarly, the SMC is also used to achieve the consensus of a class of multiagent systems in "Second-Order Super-Twisting Sliding Mode Control for Finite-Time Leader-Follower Consensus with Uncertain Nonlinear Multiagent Systems" by N. Liu et al. The paper investigates the consensus tracking problem of the leader-follower multiagent systems via second-order supertwisting sliding mode control approach, and the proposed approach can ensure the finite-time consensus if the directed graph of the nonlinear system has a directed path under the condition that leader's control input is unavailable to any followers.
Furthermore, observer-based sliding mode control attracts some attention in this special issue. "Nonlinear Disturbance-Observer-Based Sliding Mode Control for Flexible Air-Breathing Hypersonic Vehicles" by N. Wang et al. investigates a tracking problem for flexible air-breathing hypersonic vehicles with composite disturbance. A novel composite control strategy is presented for the nonlinear flexible air-breathing hypersonic vehicles model with the composite disturbance, which combines a nonlinear disturbance-observer-based compensator and a dynamicinversion-based sliding mode controller, while "Unknown Disturbance Estimation for a PMSM with a Hybrid Sliding Mode Observer" by G. Chen et al. develops a hybrid sliding mode observer that combines a high-gain feedback and a high-order sliding mode term to identify the timevarying disturbance for a permanent-magnet synchronous motor. "Finite-Time Reentry Attitude Control Using TimeVarying Sliding Mode and Disturbance Observer" by X. Wu et al. presents the finite-time attitude control for reentry vehicle with redundant actuators in consideration of planet uncertainties and external disturbances. "A Nonlinear Exact Disturbance Observer Inspired by Sliding Mode Techniques" by X. Chen proposes a nonlinear exact disturbance observer by using sliding mode techniques. The proposed method is robust to the type of disturbance and is easy to be implemented.
In addition, some other SMC related topics are also studied in this special issue. "Adaptive Second Order Sliding Mode Control of a Fuel Cell Hybrid System for Electric Vehicle Applications" by J. Liu et al. presents an adaptivegain second-order sliding mode control applied to a hybrid power system for electric vehicle applications. The main advantage of the adaptive second-order sliding mode is that it does not require the upper bound of the uncertainty. In summary, some basic but challenging problems related to SMC have been solved in this special issue, which also reflect some future study directions of SMC. Certainly, the selected topics and papers are not a comprehensive representation of the area of this special issue. However, they represent multifaceted knowledge and we hope the readers will find them useful as much as we do.
